**Traditional style meets modern performance**

Edventure™ brings traditional style to today’s learning spaces. The collection of teacher desks, storage lecterns, student desks and study carrels is built to withstand daily use year after year. Edventure respects space requirements and meets budget demands without sacrificing performance.

Transition seamlessly between lessons with Edventure teacher desks and storage lecterns. Offered in several worksurface sizes with a modesty panel, the teacher desk gives instructors the space they need. For additional workspace, the Edventure storage lectern keeps teaching materials organized and personal belongings secure. Available with optional casters for the flexibility to use anywhere in the classroom.
Excels in demanding environments

Edventure excels in demanding learning environments. Student desks feature ample workspace and legroom while maintaining a compact footprint. Backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty, Edventure is built to withstand daily use in today’s learning spaces.

Student desks shown with Tiger Maple tops and Tungsten legs. Sonic seating shown.
Finding a quiet retreat

Edventure study carrels provide a quiet place to focus. Modern learners can access power, USB and data options at the surface with an optional daisy-chain power solution. Study carrels eliminate clutter with wire management below the surface and have optional shelves that accommodate LED task lights. Available in multiple widths, carrels can be used separately or linked together to create study areas.

Study carrels shown in White Chocolate with Tiger Maple shelves and Tungsten legs. River benches and Sonic seating shown.
It’s in the details

Desk

- Optional book box
- Optional casters on teacher desk

Leg finishes

- Tungsten
- Designer White
- Black

Storage lectern

- Optional storage lectern shelf
- Optional storage lectern top
- Cord escape in laptop drawer (back view)

Study carrel

- Optional power and data block
- Optional daisy-chain power solution
- Optional LED task light
- Optional shelf and surround finish can be specified in a contrasting laminate color

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: Student desks shown in White Chocolate with Tungsten legs. Sonic seating shown.

Above: Teacher desk shown in White Chocolate with Tungsten legs. Storage lecterns shown in Designer White with White Chocolate top.